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Report: 95% of organizations are now practicing open
innovation

Firms that pursue open innovation reap signi�cant dividends and command competitive
advantages that span across their businesses.

venturebeat.com 26 Apr 2022

Global Threat Report 2022

Resumen Ejecutivo de CrowdStrike, con información esencial sobre las ciber amenazas actuales...
koncept.cl | 26 Apr 2022

Project Management Courses You Can Take Online

There are several di�erent types of project management courses you can take online. Below are popular online
project management courses.
smallbiztrends.com | 26 Apr 2022

Feeling Overwhelmed? Here's the Counterintuitive Cure, According to a Time
Management Expert

It might feel like you have too much to do. Context switching could be the real culprit.
inc.com | 26 Apr 2022

Testing A New Business Idea? Take These Eight Steps For The Best Results

All innovation ultimately begins as a simple idea, but bringing that idea to life requires thoughtful and e�ective
experimentation.
forbes.com | 26 Apr 2022

Split wide open: How Zilingo’s co-founder con�ict is hurting the startup

While ecommerce startup Zilingo has been in the news for all the wrong reasons, its problems may have a lot to do
with the deep divide at the top.
yourstory.com | 26 Apr 2022

The technological disruption of bitcoin

Bitcoin is an example of how tech could transform the global �nancial system and represent an alternative to the
storage of economic value.
venturebeat.com | 26 Apr 2022

Best Practices In A Universe Without Guardrails

The metaverse is here. Smart brands will take advantage of the opportunities it a�ords and be ready for the
potential challenges that will come with it.
mediapost.com | 26 Apr 2022

Is your Board stimulating or sti�ing innovation?

In a fast-moving, uncertain, and highly competitive world, we need to be creative and innovative in deciding on the
things we do and the way we do them. E�ective Boards...
ceoworld.biz | 26 Apr 2022

Why Retailers Must Navigate Muddy Waters Of ESG Requirements

By Rashida Salahuddin read more
benzinga.com | 26 Apr 2022
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